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Note for Parents and Teachers

This colour-in book is a simple educational 
tool to be used by parents and teachers. It 
can be used to educate young children on 
the importance of Electronic Waste 
Recycling.

It is designed so parents, teachers and 
young children can interact throughout the 
book and work together in the 
learning process. 

The colour-in activities and word puzzle 
should be used to reinforce the message 
of Electronic Waste Recycling by allowing 
young children to interact with the story.

This book belongs to...............................................

Class.......................................................................

School.....................................................................
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The Clean and Green Gang 
Discover E-Waste Recycling
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Brooke and Jackson were confused. 

They had an old mobile phone, computer, a 
printer and a television that were not 
working, but they didn’t know where to 
dispose of them. 

“I don’t think they should go in the rubbish 
bin” said Brooke. “I agree” said Jackson, 
“surely someone can recycle these but I 
am not sure where to take them?”  

“Let’s go and ask our friend Ozzie Owl” 
replied Brooke. “He should know what we 
can do with these things.”
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The two friends found Ozzie asleep on his 
favourite branch. “Wake up sleepyhead” 
shouted Brooke, “we need to know where 
to take this old mobile phone, computer, 
printer and television”. 

“You mean E-Waste” replied Ozzie, ”sor-
ry… Electronic Waste”. 

“Yes“ said Jackson, “we thought someone 
could recycle these instead of throwing 
them into landfill.” 

“I will ask Penny to have a fly over the 
area“ replied Ozzie, “so come back 
tomorrow for my answer.” SAMPLE
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The next day Brooke and Jackson found 
Ozzie and Penny perched ready in their 
tree. 

“I have your answer” said Ozzie proudly. 

“The Council have set up a special drop-off 
facility at the local waste management 
centre for special E-Wastes. You can take 
them there and they will be recycled!” 

“Wow” replied Jackson, “that’s cool, let’s go 
there now!”
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Brooke and Jackson arrived at the Waste 
Management Centre with their E-Waste. 

“You can have your mobile phone and its 
charger recycled with MobileMuster here” 
said the nice Council person…”and your 
computer, printer and television can go in 
this pile…for the National Television and 
Computer Recycling Scheme”. 

“This is great” said Brooke, “we need to let 
all our friends and school know where 
E-Waste can go, as I’m sure they have 
lots of it!”
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The next day Brooke approached her 
principal at school who agreed for her to 
address the school assembly. 

“We have found out how to recycle old 
mobile phones, computers and TV’s” said 
Brooke to her classmates, “so this weekend 
bring along all your unwanted E-Waste 
and mobile phones and they can have a 
second life”. 

“Here” said the principal, ”can you please 
take my old mobile phone in as it has 
stopped working?”.  

“We will make sure it gets recycled” replied 
Brooke enthusiastically.SAMPLE
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Brooke and Jackson went to see Ozzie with 
their exciting news. 

“We are taking lots of E-Waste to the 
waste management centre this weekend to 
be recycled”, said Jackson. 

“That’s great” replied Ozzie, “I will also get 
Mollie to look for E-Waste on river banks, 
Peter to look in bushland and Penny to 
locate dumping spots in the area. We will 
have a big pile here for you to take on 
Saturday morning. Together we will clean 
the area of E-Waste and recycle it.”

“That’s good for the environment!” said 
Brooke proudly.SAMPLE
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The message on E-Waste recycling quickly 
spread throughout the town. 

Some people found old TV’s in their back 
sheds, others had mobile phones in their 
bottom drawers and there were lots of 
computer parts and printers that were 
discovered in storerooms. 

The friends went around the town telling 
everyone about how important it was to 
recycle E-Waste.
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The animal friends had found E-Waste 
in some of the favourite human dumping 
spots and had gathered it together under 
Ozzie’s tree. 

Penny Pelican flew in computer parts 
dumped in far away areas, Peter Possum 
had scoured the bush and found several 
TV’s and Mollie Mullet had found some old 
mobile phones on the riverbanks. 

Brooke and Jackson saw the pile and were 
amazed. “All of that E-Waste has been 
saved from landfill and will now be recycled 
instead – thanks Ozzie for organising this!” 
stated Brooke proudly.SAMPLE
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The following weekend was a huge 
success. All of the schools, businesses and 
the local community had worked together 
to bring their E- Waste to the collection 
point at the waste management centre. 

Brooke and Jackson helped the Council 
people sort the E-Waste into the different 
piles. 

“It’s so good to know this waste will not 
end up in landfill” said Jackson.

“It’s great for the environment and will 
save money for the community” replied 
Brooke.SAMPLE
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The Mayor of the Council was very pleased 
that the whole community had participated 
in the E-Waste Recycling program. 

“We need to make sure this good work 
continues” said the Mayor on his Twitter 
feed, “So we will be opening our E-Waste 
Collection point every day for people to 
drop off their unwanted computers and 
televisions. It will be easy to do and free of 
charge so no-one has an excuse not to do 
it!”
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After a year of the E-Waste Recycling 
program the Council invited Brooke and 
Jackson to a special event at the Waste 
Management Centre. 

A big sculpture made out of old computer 
parts was unveiled and it was as tall as one 
of the buildings 

“You two have inspired our community to 
be better recyclers” said the Mayor in his 
speech. 

“We had a lot of help from our special 
friends - we call ourselves the Clean and 
Green Gang”, replied Brooke as she winked 
at Ozzie who was perched on top of the 
sculpture. SAMPLE
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1.   Brooke and Jackson had an old mobile phone, a printer and a _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ that they  
      wanted to recycle. (Page 1) 

2.   Ozzie called the mobile phone, computer and printer _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ waste (Page 2)

3.   The Council set up a special drop-off _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ at the waste management centre for  
      E-Waste (Page 3)

4.   The Council person said ‘You can have your mobile phone and charger recycled with 
      ‘Mobile _ _ _ _ _ _ (Page 4)

5.   Brooke saw her principal to make sure that her mobile phone could be _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
      (Page 5)

6.   Brooke told her friends that recycling E-Waste is good for the _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (Page  
      6)

7.   Jackson and Brooke went around town telling the people how _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ it was to  
      recycle E-Waste (Page 7)

8.   The E-Waste that the animal friends found was saved from being _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ and  
      could now be recycled (Page 8)

9.   Recycling E-Waste helps the environment and can save _ _ _ _ _ for the community (Page  
      9)

10. The Council opened the E-_ _ _ _ _ collection point so people could drop off their 

      unwanted computers and televisions (Page 10)

11. The Council made a big _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ at the waste management centre out of old  
      computer parts(Page 11)

12. The animals and their special friends call themselves the Clean and _ _ _ _ _ Gang. (Page  
      11)

WAYS TO DISCOVER E-WASTE RECYCLING

SECRET SYMBOL
Answer the following questions by filling in the blanks. When you 
have finished, use the letters coresponding with the same symbol 

to unlock the secret code. 
Good Luck!
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SECRET SYMBOL
The Clean and Green Gang

What did the Clean and 
Green Gang Discover? 

The Answer: e-waste recycling
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The Clean and Green Gang 
help save the environment

JACKSON PENNY PELICANBROOKE

MOLLIE MULLETPETER POSSUMOZZIE OWL

Other books in the series
“The Clean & Green Gang Discover Recycling”

“The Clean & Green Gang Discover Composting”
“The Clean & Green Gang Tackle Litter & Illegal Dumping”
“The Clean & Green Gang Discover Ways to Save Water”

“The Clean & Green Gang Tackle Climate Change”
Visit our website www.impactenviro.com.au for more details

Please recycle the paper in this book when you are finished with it!
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